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History
Taylor is the study association related to the 
department Precision and Microsystems 
Engineering of Delft University of Technology. 
The association was founded in 1988 to 
enhance the study experience of the students. 
The Taylor Foundation, in its legal form, was 
subsequently founded in 1992, making it an 
official organ in the TU Delft. During this 
time, the department changed its name from 
“Production Engineering” to the PME you are 
all familiar with.

In contrast to what many people think, Taylor 
is not named after the famous mathematician 
known for the Taylor expansion. It is named 
after the mechanical engineer Frederick 
Winslow Taylor, who was active in production 
engineering and industrial efficiency.

The logo of Taylor was inspired by the tip of 
an Atomic Force Microscope, an instrument 
that requires technology from all the divisions 
of the department.

Taylor aims enhances the study experience of 
the students by: trying to improve the relation 
between the students and the department 
staff, bringing the students in contact with 
the industry, providing the department with 
student feedback about courses and, last but 
not least, organizing recreational events  to 
de-stress from the hard working life as a PME 
student.
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Dear reader,

Welcome to the second ever written-from-home Taylor Vision! At the time of writing 
this, life outside of home is starting up again and we can catch up with friends, colleagues 
and fellow students again: something to which we were all really looking forward.

As you might have noticed, apart from the epic Taylor Pubquiz, we haven’t had the 
opportunity yet to organize events for all of you. However, the PME department has 
done everything but sit still! All the courses just kept going, research hardly stopped 
at all and students kept on studying from home. So a big compliment to the whole 
department, staff and students, for keeping everything running from home!
This edition called for some more creativity from our side, so next to some more corona-
related engineering projects done by our students we even have some wise words from 
past Taylor board members!
We hope you enjoy reading this last edition of this academic year.

Stay safe and enjoy the summer break!

Cheers,

Bas Roulaux
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Upcoming Activities
Since events on campus are cancelled till September 1st, there will be no in-person 
events organized by Taylor. Luckily however, there is still something to look forward to 
(in the not-so-near future)!

Exams, June 22nd- July 3rd
Always fun and engaging; the end of term exams! Time to earn your last ECTS before 
the summer starts.

Colloquia, all the time
Keep an eye on the invites for literature survey and final MSc presentations. By attending 
them online you can still earn Neve points! Either keep track of the events on your own, 
or follow the Taylor Activities’ Google calendar.

Giro d’Italia, October 3rd- October 25
There’s no time to be sad about the cancelled Taylor Trip of this summer. Make sure 
to have a look at the beautiful Italian scenery that’s showed during the Giro while 
following an online Ferrari factory tour on your other screen, to get the (almost) full 
Taylor Trip experience!

Thesis market
If you get bored this summer, or passed all your courses against your own expectations, 
it might be time to start looking for a fitting graduation project. The department has 
set up a Brightspace page to provide you with all the necessary information. So make 
sure to have a look on ME56035, and don’t hesitate to contact your favourite PME staff 
member.



The following students have recently graduated from PME, congratulations to all!

Recent graduates

Marnix Abrahams, DMN
Graphene squeeze-film microphone

Giannis Papazoglou, MSD
Prototype microwire braiding machine

Jorik van der Laan, MSD
Improving orthopaedic drilling: a compact Self-Feeding Angled Drill Attachment 
(SFADA)
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You’re probably all very curious what next year will look like: well, we don’t really 
know either. All we know, is that most of the education will probably still take place 
online. The university and department are hard at work to make group work, practicals 
and lab sessions possible on the faculty again. Also, the ‘intro-week-taskforce’ in which 
the forces of staff members and the Taylor board are joined, is very busy organizing 
an exciting new version of the introduction week for our new students. We’ll probably 
update you about this during the summer break, so stay tuned! 

In other news: with the whole world coming to a standstill and pretty much every industry 
crashing in these weird times, it is good to see that the wonderful world of research in 
PME is still going strong! To celebrate this, the department wisely decided to add three 
new staff members to our group. Nandini Battacharya joined the recently started group 
of Micro-Optics and OptoMechatronics (MOOM) as an associate professor, Sabina 
Caneva joined the department of DMN as an assistant professor and Joost Lötters has 
been appointed as a part-time professor within our department. A very warm welcome 
to all! 

PME news
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Corona related projects
An interview with two PME students who participated in a Corona related project. 

Who are you and when did you start your master HTE?
 Deime: My name is Deime Schoneveld, I’ve started HTE in September 2019 
and work 24 hours a week at an engineering company.
 Max: Max Wouters, I started HTE in q4 of 2017-2018 after finishing my 
bridging program in q3 of that year. 

Can you give a short introduction about the project and the team?
 Deime: Project Inspiration is one of the few projects that emerged from the 
3mE faculty during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our project is basically a simplified 
version of a mechanical ventilator that was invented in the sixties. We’ve changed the 
design to make it as easy to produce and low-cost as possible, so that it can be made in 
any country.
 Max: Project Mask is kind of a spinoff from another project within the TU 
which is a research in reusing face masks by sterilizing them. Naturally, after the 
sterilization there arose the question whether or not the masks still perform as they 
should. So a team was tasked with looking into the relevant standards and designing and 
realising a test setup to perform these tests. Initially this was only three or four people. 
Then after a week or so, they realized the standards are quite thorough and if we want to 
do it correctly we need more manpower. At the same time there was a growing demand 
from hospitals and other organizations to test their face masks which they bought from 
unreputable sources. So a team of around 20 people was set up to design and fabricate 
five different test setups in a short matter of time. In this team about 10 PME students, 
6 students from other faculties, and 4 PME PHD candidates were present. 

How did you come in contact with this project?
 Deime: A friend of mine sent me a sign-up link for this project.
 Max: Right now I’m doing my thesis, which mainly involved lab work in the 
period before the great happening. So after the faculty closed down for students I and all 
the other graduation students in my graduation group were stuck at home. Then after a 
week or two our supervisor, Thijs Blad, asked us if we wanted to help out with a project 
with testing face masks and saving the world basically. Naturally we all said yes.



 
What was your responsibility in the project and which PME courses did you use?
 Deime: I’m part of a small team that created the mechanical design. Now that 
the mechanical design is finished and most of our prototypes are being sent across the 
world for local certification, my focus is on finishing the failure analysis (which of 
course started early on in the design process) and the assembly and user manuals.
 Max: During the project I jumped between two teams. Initially I was involved 
in the team designing a test setup for testing the filtering capabilities of the mask 
material. The NEN standards prescribe a certain air speed and particle concentration in 
the test setup so we had to come up with a way to control and monitor that air speed and 
the particle concentration which is coupled to that speed. We made some calculations 
involving pressure differences in our setup and then we could begin sourcing the correct 
particle generator for our setup. Then I shifted to a fit test, which measures the air 
leakage around the seal between face and mask to design and test the procedure we 
developed which was as close as possible to the relevant NEN standards. Then in the 
end I jumped back to the mask material filtering test and fine tuned the test setup and 
test procedure to get reliable readings. 
The PME courses and theoretical knowledge used is quite basic to be honest, the NEN 
standards are so thorough it doesn’t leave a lot of creativity left to come up with an 
elaborate design. A substantial part of time and effort was spend sourcing (expensive) 
equipment in a matter of days. 

What did you achieve with the team/what is the result?
 Deime: Right now, our prototypes are being sent to countries all over the world 
for local certification. All designs are open source and can be found on our website, 
www.projectinspiration.nl. The final goal for our project is, of course, to help as many 
people as possible.
 Max: Initially there was some uncertainty about the role of our team. First we 
were leaning towards being a direct link to the hospitals, where they or other interested 
parties could send us a small batch of face masks they ordered so we could test them and 
send them back a test report. Then a national team (landelijk consortium hulpmiddelen, 
LCH) tasked with distributing personal protective equipment among hospitals in the 
Netherlands was created. We were then appointed official test center for PPE in the 
Netherlands. So after two weeks of designing and fabricating the test setups, we moved 
to testing the face masks we were send by the LCH and providing them with test reports. 
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What did you personally learn?
 Deime: My job as a mechanical engineer has already provided me with the 
extra knowledge required on the engineering part of this project, so from that, I haven’t 
learned too much. On the other hand, I have learned a great deal about how medical 
ventilation devices work and to what standard these devices should be held. This was 
(is) also a great exercise to hone my time-management skills, which is definitely useful. 
 Max: I mainly learned how to function in a fast-paced team and how to get 
things done in a timely manner. It was also interesting to see how doors open for you 
when you approach certain parties with the correct attitude and motivation. We also 
had to make some assumptions when we applied the NEN standards to our case, what 
parts we could safely ignore and which parts we had to strictly stick to which was very 
interesting. 

What did this project mean for your study progress?
 Deime: Since my plan is to finish 60 ects in two years, next to my job, my 
average workload should be 7.5 ects per quarter. In Q3 I’ve dropped one course, 
resulting in 11 ects. In Q4 I won’t drop any, since I’m only doing 6 ects this quarter. 
After about 7 weeks, I was told I could use this project as an internship, which should 
lead to an unexpected extra 15 ects, which is quite nice.
 Max: It didn’t really impact it in a negative way. I wasn’t involved in the 
testing phase of the project, and the design and fabrication only took us two weeks to 
get to the fully operational testing phase. Mostly I really liked being a part of this team 
and project and I value the experience more than finishing my thesis two weeks early. 
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We bring high-tech to life

Are you in?

We are looking for talent in:

www.sioux.eu
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Electronics

Mechanics
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Mechatronics
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Kan exact positioneren  
ook moeiteloos gaan?

Een draad door het oog van een naald halen is zelfs voor iemand met een rustige hand en scherpe ogen een hele 
uitdaging. Het betekent namelijk dat een heel klein voorwerp precies moet worden opgepakt, om het daarna 
zonder botsingen door een hele kleine opening te bewegen. Bij robots moeten voor een dergelijke complexe taak 
de motoren van soms wel zeven scharnierpunten heel nauwkeurig, maar ook heel dynamisch, met elkaar samen-
werken. Met encoders van HEIDENHAIN als motor feedback systeem en aanvullend HEIDENHAIN hoekmeetsys-
temen als positiemeetsysteem lukt u dit moeiteloos.

HEIDENHAIN NEDERLAND B.V. 6716 BM Ede, Nederland Telefoon 0318-581800 www.heidenhain.nl

Hoekmeetsystemen  Lengtemeetsystemen  Contourbesturingen  Digitale uitlezingen  Meettasters  Impulsgevers
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Puzzle winners
Apart from providing students with 
useful insights for their professional 
career, Taylor’s number one priority is 
spreading joy! Therefore we set out and 
awarded prizes to puzzle and pubquiz 
winners. We hope the wooden animal 
puzzles keep their brains in their prize-
winning shape.
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An interview with three former Taylor board members about their time at PME and 
their carreer. 

 Niek: I am Niek van Hoek, 28 years old and I started the master track of 
Precision and Microsystems Engineering in the summer of 2015. After almost 3 years 
full of experiences I graduated in June 2018. 

 
 Gijs: Hello! My name is Gijs van der Velden, I’m 25 years old and recently 
(2019) graduated from HTE, which was still called PME when I started. I signed up 
for PME after I did my bachelor end project there. We started that year with around 
60 new students. During the introduction week I got to know some of them well and 
played an exciting game of klaverjassen with Urs Staufer, who later became my daily 
supervisor in my graduation project. We had a very active Taylor board who organized 
many activities and made the monthly drinks a success. It was also at these drinks where 
I got to know the students and staff better and became interested in being a part of the 
Taylor board.

Former Taylor board 
Who are you?
 Rob: Hi There! My name is Rob 
Eling and I did my masters PME in Delft 
between 2006 and 2009. Before coming 
to Delft, I did a BSc in Eindhoven in 
Mechanical Engineering. I’ve always 
been interested in mechanical engineering 
and I chose to study PME as it offered 
an interesting combination of courses in 
Mechanics, Dynamics and Mechatronics.
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What are your memories of Taylor activies and how was the PME master when 
you were a student?
 Rob: In the year 2007-2008, I was part of the Taylor board together with Dario, 
Noe and Meindert. We organized quite a number of excursions to interesting companies 
which showed the students what kind of exciting challenges can be worked on after 
graduating from PME: helicopters, wind turbines and all sorts of precision and micro 
systems. The study trip we organized went to Germany, Switzerland and Italy, where 
we had very interesting visits to companies and research institutes during daytime and 
plenty of drinking time with fellow students in the evenings. 
When I studied PME, the amount of students in PME was still around 30 students, 
probably just a fraction of the current amount. Sometimes we had elective courses 
with only a handful of students attending, which was great for triggering very lively 
discussions between students and professors. For me, it was hard work: I remember I 
often needed to spend much more time per ECTS than the indicated 28 hours. Looking 
back though, I’m still glad I took the effort to learn proper fundamentals of engineering. 
 Niek: During my first year I joined many of the lunch lectures, workshops 
and excursions organized by Taylor and didn’t miss one of the famous Taylor Drinks. 
As a result I did not have a choice but to join the Taylor board of 2016-2017 and aim 
to exceed the efforts of the previous board. During the Taylor trip to Canada in the 
summer of 2016 we sat together with the new board in a nice restaurant in Toronto to 
divide the tasks and I managed to get my desired position as commissioner of external 
affairs. This was role I enjoyed a lot during the following year. I got to know the various 
companies, mainly high-tech industry, who wanted to get to be introduced to the sought-
after students of PME. Besides this got to organize many events such as the probably 
still legendary Taylor lustrum party. 
I remember PME as a master/department with a very pleasant environment for the 
students. We would usually study together on the ‘PME-platform’, the doors of the 
professors were always open, and everybody was equal during the regular events.
 Gijs: So in my second year I indeed joined the Taylor board, of which I became 
the chairman. It was the year that Taylor became 25 years old and we had a large group 
of new students to celebrate this with. Together with the old board and Eveline we 
organized a big party at the Art Centre. It was very nice to see all the students and staff 
having a good time. Besides the many amazing activities and drinks that we organized, 
one of the highlights was definitely the Taylor Trip to San Francisco. This trip was not 
only for students, but also Alejandro joined. It was a very responsible and mature trip 
where everyone learned a lot and did not go to any party.

How do you know the company that you are working at currently and do you use 
the knowlegde of the PME master in your current job?
 Rob: After finishing PME, I initially was eager to apply all my newly learned 
knowledge on actual engineering designs. I did my MSc project for Mitsubishi 
Turbochargers, where I studied the rotordynamic behaviour of an automotive 
turbocharger. These incredible machines rotate at speeds over 200.000rpm and 
experience temperatures sometimes well over 1000degC. 
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 Rob continues: After a couple of year of solving practical design issues in the 
automotive industry, I kept running into the same design issues so I initiated a PhD project 
so that I could take these issues at the root. This meant I went back to Delft for another 
four years to study the rotordynamic behaviour of turbochargers. In my PhD project, 
the most important skill I learned was project management: working on an ambitious 
goal in a four year project requires setting milestones and following up the planning on 
a regularly basis. After finishing my PhD, I worked another two years in the automotive 
industry before going back to the field of precision engineering. At PM, I now work on 
the development of bearings as well as on the development of mechatronic systems, 
both mostly for precision positioning machines. For the development of bearings, I use 
my knowledge of tribology and dynamics on a daily basis: sometimes I work on bearing 
lifetime analysis and sometimes I make dynamic models of bearings and validate these 
by hammer impact measurements. And for the development of mechatronic systems, I 
regularly make use of the book of one of my former Professors, Rob Munnig Schmidt. 
As off last month, I also supervise a PME student, Onno Wijnberg who brings a lot of 
new ideas and questions to the table. 
 Niek: Halfway through my first year I started to think about what I wanted 
to do for my graduation project. I always desired spend some time abroad during my 
study and this seemed to be the perfect (and also last) opportunity for this. Besides this 
I was interested in gaining some experience in a industrial environment. Since I knew 
this would be hard to arrange myself, I went to Just Herder and informed whether he 
knew a company abroad where I could do a project which matched with the topics I 
was interested in. Via Just I ended up at VDL Enabling Technologies Group (ETG). 
A high-tech contract manufacturing branch of the VDL Group. VDL ETG had an 
office in California where I did a design project for one of their Semicon customers in 
Silicon Valley. After living there for 7 months I returned to the Netherlands to finish 
my thesis. In the meanwhile I was asked by VDL whether I was interested in a position 
as Management Trainee which I gladly accepted. During this traineeship I have had 
the opportunity to work in different roles at various locations. Such as Mechanical 
Engineer at Technology & Development, but also as project manager at our factory in 
Suzhou (China). At VDL ETG we work on products for various markets such as the 
semiconductor, medical or analytical industry. These products typically require a high 
level of precision and repeatability. What I have learned during my masters at PME helps 
me on a daily basis to do my job. It is key to understand the customers requirements, 
communicate with engineers of various disciplines and address the challenges involved 
in production of these systems. 
 Gijs: I graduated right in time to join the next Taylor Trip to South Korea, to 
keep an eye on the new board of course. That is also where I got to know Bas better. 
I told him that after the summer I would start looking at R&D positions in small 
companies and he recommended to check out Maana Electric, where he was working 
at the time. I spoke to the manager and got a position a R&D engineer. Maana aims to 
make solar panels from sand, so I did not use my expert knowledge on using two-photon 
lithography on a positive photoresist yet, but we will see what happens in the future. I 
do enjoy working in a completely new environment and I think it is a nice project.  
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How is working life during Corona times and do you have advice for students?
  Rob: Although the Corona crisis is a sad situation for many people, for me 
personally it is actually a nice opportunity to work at home and therefore to enjoy 
family life of my newborn daughter Jolien. I do sometimes miss the casual smalltalk 
with colleagues at the coffee machine, but the availability of the many communication 
platforms means it’s actually very easy to quickly organize short meetings, so it helps 
in working more agile and dynamic.Last week, I read there will be a lot of extra 
investments coming year in the semiconductor industry, which will eventually lead to 
an increasing demand for engineers in the precision industry, so I think there really is no 
need to worry for students looking for jobs in the precision industry. 
 Gijs: For me working in corona times luckily did not change much. We had 
to work from home, but since I was in the middle of some documentation work, I 
didn’t have to be in the office or the workshop. I still live with four roommates at the 
moment, so it did not become boring either. After a while I did notice a decrease in my 
productivity, so I guess the relaxation of the corona measures came right on time. It is 
nice to be able to go to office and to play tennis again. I hope that the TU will also soon 
open, so that I can join one of the Taylor drinks again!
 Niek: When the severity of Corona became clear our company has taken 
several measures to reduce the risk of infection at the company. If possible we were 
asked to do our work from home, the building was split up in compartments and shifts 
were adjusted in production to make sure there was no contact between people from 
different shifts. For myself this meant that I worked from home for a while. I had just 
finished a project in the factory and started as project manager for some projects at 
Technology & Development. My days pretty much exist of various conference calls 
now, internal or with customers. Since a few weeks I am back working at the office 
since it is my personal preference to be able to have direct contact with my colleagues 
if possible. 
If I were currently studying it would have been more difficult for me since I was never 
good at studying from home, I preferred to be at the university which helped me stay 
focused on my work. To improve my efficiency, I would try to find a place where I just 
go for studying so that my home would stay a place to relax. I don’t think students at 
PME have to worry about having to find a job, even during these times with Corona. The 
corona crisis does not seem to inflict our industry that much and good engineers are still 
in high demand. Also at VDL we are still in need for engineers with your background, 
so feel free to contact me if you are graduated or graduating and looking for a job.

What are you doing in your spare time? 
 Rob: Whenever I’m not changing diapers, I try to work on my goal of running 
15km in one hour. 
 Niek: During the lock down I would spend a lot of my free time on things like 
running, reading and doing some long-delayed choirs at my home. It was actually quite 
refreshing to have that much free time, but I am glad that I’m able to meet up with 
friends and family again.
 Gijs: Playing tennis and having fun.
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Statistics
In the last course evaluation we asked you which person(s) did a great job in the period 
of switching to online education and should get credit, for example a staff member. 
Loads of compliments poured in. The top three with most votes includes Just, Can and 
Murali. Read the citations of the compliments here!

Just Herder
• For the PMD course, the switch to online education was quite smooth and the 

examination was conducted in a nice way.
• His lectures were nicely recorded, only upload dates had a lot of delay.
• Asks everyone for feedback about how it goes and actually does something with it.
• His recorded videos work really well + his online examination worked good.
• Both of them switched to recording videos and no live lectures or something. The 

videos were very clear.
• Switched fast and showed what content was abundant pretty fast.

Murali Ghatkesar 
• See explanation in course specific review.
• Even guest lectures and group presentation sessions just continued like normally 

but then online without any hiccups.
• He held the project feedback session with multiple other profs and staff to give 

effective feedback, instead of cancelling the session. The online lectures were also 
clear and well presented. I’m an MSD student, but I’m really impressed by team 
MNE, more so than MSD, so far. They have their stuff sorted out well. :)

• Murali managed to even get voice over videos from a company.
• Both of them switched to recording videos and no live lectures or something. The 

videos were very clear.
• He was available during the normal lecture’s schedule in an online meeting all 

lecture days.
• Murali for the MEMS course, as it involved a lot of online sessions that helped a 

lot.

Can Ayas 
• The first day after closing of the TU, the new (recorded) lecture was already 

available via Brightspace.
• Video’s didn’t differ much from usual lectures and he was sick too. He listened to 

our suggestions for the online examination.
• Immediately made great voice overs.
• Can Ayas as he did take the feedback of students into consideration and shifted 

from learning catalytics to ANS for the exam.
• His online lectures were really helpfull.
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Urs Straufer
• He even conducted a lecture from home before the lockdown, and it was very easy 

for us to switch since the system was so comfortable. It reflected that there was 
planning for this even before the situation became apparent. 

• Was already prepared for corona outbreak.
• He made sure to let everything continue pretty well.

Eveline Matroos
• One of the staff members at TU Delft to take full RESPONSIBILITY in her job 

guiding students with updated and experienced knowledge. This is not at all 
standard for other master streams inside or outside 3ME. 

Arend Schwab
• Classes were already livestreamed before the switch, so the transition was very 

smooth.
• Was already prepared for corona outbreak.

Other  staff members that are named (several) times specificly were Hassan HosseinNia, 
Matthijs Langelaar, Gerrit Elsinga, Alejandro Aragon, Marcel Tichem, Ata Keşkekler, 
Farbod Alijani, Ron van Ostayen.

All staff:
• In this ordinary situation I would really like to thank everyone that makes it possible 

that I still can study to become an engineer.
• The university made quick and decisive decisions early on which took away some 

of the uncertainty caused by this situation.
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Due to the current situation PME students are not able to enjoy the regular monthly 
Taylor drinks. However, to fill this terrible calendar emptiness, an online version of 
the Taylor pubquiz was organised. You could register with your friends, housemates 
and join the zoom session on the 30th of April. In the end 12 different teams joined, 
including 1st, 2nd or 3rd year students, fully international teams, housemates, former 
Taylor-board members as well as some former students who already started working. 

Without the help of Google or Wikipedia, the participants were challenged to answer 5 
questions from 5 different categories. They were not only challenged by the difficulty 
of some questions, but also challenged by slightly unstable internet connections or 
disruptors who didn’t know the Zoom etiquettes of muting yourself when the situation 
asks. 

Also, the participants had to resist to the severe urge to quickly consult Google to find 
the answer. Luckily, the answers prove that PME-students see integrity as an important 
value (except one team that was busted by exactly quoting Wikipedia).

Online pubquiz

But all in all, the online Taylor pubquiz 
was very fun, had great atmosphere and 
we were surprised how competitive the 
students were. Unfortunately for the 
others, there was only one team who 
could bring home the grand prize.

Ranking Team               Points
1 TANTHOF TUIG! 40
2 Oud Taylor  38
3 #FreeECTS  36
4/5 Sailors Gang  34.5
4/5 Hause Hermann  34.5
6 Latex   32.5
7 INFY   31
8 Niet Bas’s huisgenoten 30
9 Matig team  29
10 Pani puri  28.5
11 Timsalatim  26.5
DSQ Jongeren FVD  36
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Another edition of the Taylor vision also means another edition of Joran’s puzzle 
paradise. Due to popular request I’ve decided to make a nice Nonogram for you all 
to solve! With a Nonogram the goal is to follow the instructions to eventually form 
an image, which in this case is a logo you all might recognize! The instructions are as 
follows:
• Every square needs to either be completely filled in or left empty (I advise you to 

mark empty squares with a small dot to keep track of them)
• The numbers on the top and to the side display how long every unbroken line of 

filled in squares is in that row/column (for example if you see 19 6 3, it means you 
first have an unbroken line of 19 filled in squares somewhere, then a line of 6 and 
then 3)

These two rules should be enough for you to solve this puzzle and as usual the first 3 
people to send their answers to taylor-3me@tudelft.nl will get a prize!

Jorans Puzzle Paradise
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And since we are all bored out of our minds this edition of the Taylor vision has 2 
puzzles! I made this one a bit more difficult, because I got some feedback about the 
puzzles being too easy. This puzzle is called a “Japanese Square” in Dutch and I was 
unable to find a translation so that’s also what I’m going to call it in English. This square 
of course has to be filled in, with the following rules:
• Every square will have either a number between 1-9 or be blacked out.
• There can be no duplicate numbers in any given row or column.
• The numbers to the left and top of the diagram give the sum of the consecutive 

numbers to be filled in.
• Different sums have to be separated by at least one blacked out square.
These rules should be enough for you to fill out the whole square! If you got the correct 
answer don’t forget to send an email to taylor-3me@tudelft.nl! The first 5 people who 
answer correctly will get a prize! 
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